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Collective ionic dynamics in the liquid Na-Cs alloy: An ab initio molecular dynamics study
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We present results for several structural and dynamical properties of the liquid Na-Cs alloy. The study has
been carried out by means of the orbital-freeab initio molecular dynamics method, combined with local ionic
pseudopotentials constructed within the same framework. The results show good agreement with the available
experimental data, reproducing the homocoordinating tendency exhibited by this alloy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular dynamics~MD! has become a useful techniqu
to study the properties of liquid systems. The classical m
lecular dynamics~CMD! techniques require interatomic po
tentials, whereas theab initio molecular dynamics~AIMD !
methods compute the forces acting on the nuclei from e
tronic structure calculations performed as the MD traject
is generated. Therefore the nuclear positions evolve acc
ing to classical mechanics, while the electronic subsys
follows adiabatically.

Recently, there have been many applications of the AIM
methods based on the density functional theory~DFT! @1,2#.
This theory allows us to calculate the ground state electro
energy of a collection of atoms, for given nuclear positio
and yields the forces on the nuclei via the Hellman
Feynman theorem. However, the computational demand
those AIMD methods where a Kohn-Sham~KS! orbital rep-
resentation of DFT is used~KS-AIMD methods! grow very
rapidly with the system size and limits the sizes of the s
tems and the simulation times@3–6#. These limitations can
be partly overcome by the so-called orbital-freeab initio
molecular dynamics~OF-AIMD! method which by eliminat-
ing the orbitals of the KS formulation provides a simulati
method where the number of variables describing the e
tronic state is greatly reduced, enabling the study of lar
samples~several hundreds of particles! and for longer simu-
lation times~tens of picosecond!.

The study of the dynamical properties of liquid metals h
already produced much experimental and theoretical w
@7#. Most experimental investigations have been perform
by means of inelastic neutron scattering although the re
development of new synchrotron radiation has opened
possibility of using x rays too. It has also been stimulated
MD simulations because of its ability to determine seve
dynamical magnitudes that are not accessible to experim
and, in this way, they have supplemented the experime
information. On the theoretical side, the development of
croscopic theories such as the memory function formalism
the kinetic theory has created a theoretical framework, wh
application to simple liquids has lead to good qualitat
results for several dynamical magnitudes@7–9#.

Less attention has been devoted to the dynamics of liq
binary alloys, although the last 15 years have witnessed
increasing effort. Following a CMD study of liquid Na-K
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@10#, the field was stimulated by a CMD simulation of liqui
Li 4Pb by Jacucciet al. @11#, where a new, high-frequenc
mode, supported by the Li atoms only~the so-called ‘‘fast
sound’’! was found. Subsequently, several theoretical@12–
14#, computer simulations @15–17# and experimental
@16,18–20# studies have investigated the existence and pr
erties of the collective excitations in liquid binary system
For binary systems with disparate masses, two m
branches~low- and high-frequency ones! of the collective
excitations have been found to contribute to the longitudi
dynamics, although its origin is still unclear. However, t
transverse dynamics has been much less investigated, m
because it is not visible in scattering experiments and o
the MD simulations can provide information about the tran
verse excitations. At this stage we mention that the rec
application of the generalized collective model~GCM! ap-
proach, which combines CMD simulations with the memo
function formalism, to binary Lennard-Jones fluids and l
uid alloys has shown the existence of transverse optic mo
that arise in connection with the concentration fluctuation

This paper reports an AIMD study on the structural a
dynamical properties of the liquid Na-Cs alloy. This syste
exhibits significant homocoordinating tendencies, and has
ready attracted much experimental@21–24# and theoretical
@6,24–28# work. The experimental works have measur
several thermodynamic magnitudes@21–23#, as well as the
static structure factor by means of x-ray-diffraction a
neutron-diffraction experiments@24#. A marked departure
from ideality has been observed in several properties; e
cially a substantial increase in the concentration fluctuat
structure factorSCC(0), at sodium concentrationsxNa'0.8.
On the theoretical side, several studies using either se
empirical @25–28# or more fundamental@6,24# approaches
have calculated the static structure and/or some thermo
namic magnitudes such as the concentration dependenc
SCC(0) or the entropy of mixing which according to the e
periment is nearly ideal. Among the semiempirical mode
we mention Refs.@25–28# that calculated the concentratio
dependence ofSCC(0) @25,26,28# and the free energy of mix
ing @25# or the entropy of mixing@26,27#. As for the more
fundamental approaches, Huijbenet al. @24# performed a
CMD simulation using interatomic pair potentials obtain
from the standard second-order pseudopotential perturba
theory. Their results predicted homocoordinating tendenc
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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although strongly overestimated the oscillations of the
perimental total static structure factor. Recently, Costa
bral and Martins@6# have performed an AIMD study, with
ionic pseudopotentials derived by the Troullier-Marti
method@29#, to determine the static structure and the diff
sion coefficients~DC’s! in the alloy. Their results for the
total static structure factor showed a good agreement w
the experiment, although forxNa50.8 some discrepancie
appeared for the amplitude of the oscillations. Moreover,
cause of the huge computational demands of their meth
these authors used 108 particles and the simulation ran
for 400 configurations only, which obviously does not allo
to study most of the dynamical magnitudes.

II. THEORY

A simple liquid metallic alloyAxB12x can be regarded a
an assembly ofNA , A type, andNB , B type, bare ions with
chargesZv

A and Zv
B , respectively, interacting withNe5NA

Zv
A1NB Zv

B valence electrons through electron-ion potenti
vA(r ) andvB(r ). Therefore, the total potential energy of th
system can be written, within the Born-Oppenheimer
proximation, as the sum of the direct ion-ion interaction e
ergy, which we assume Coulombic, and the ground state
ergy of the electronic system subject to the external poten
created by the ions,Vext(rW,$RW l%)5( i 5A,B( l ( i )v i(urW2RW l u),

E~$RW l%!5
1

2 (
i , j 5A,B

(
l ( i )Þm( j )

ZiZj

uRW l2RW mu

1Eg@rg~rW !,Vext~rW,$RW l%!#, ~1!

whereRW l are the ionic positions, the sum overl ( i ) extends
over the sites occupied by thei-type ions, andrg(rW) is the
ground state electronic density. According to DFT,rg(rW) can
be obtained by minimizing the energy functional

E@r~rW !#5Ts@r#1Eext@r#1EH@r#1Exc@r#, ~2!

where the terms represent, respectively, the electronic kin
energyTs@r# of a noninteracting system with densityr(rW),
the energy of interaction with the external potential due
the ions,

Eext@r#5E drWr~rW !Vext~rW !; ~3!

the classical electrostatic energy~Hartree term!,

EH@r#5
1

2E E drWdsW
r~rW !r~sW !

urW2sWu
; ~4!

and the exchange-correlation energyExc@r# whose exact ex-
pression is unknown, although several approximations h
been proposed. The simplest one is the so-called local
sity approximation~LDA !,
04120
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LDA@r#5E drWr~rW !exc„r~rW !…, ~5!

whereexc(r) is the density of exchange-correlation ener
in a uniform electron gas of densityr, which is known
through simulations@30# and further fittings@31,32#. Al-
though the LDA is clearly inexact, however, it is remarkab
that hundreds of calculations with the LDA have yield
accurate calculated properties for many systems. This
cess is partially attributed to the fact that it gives the corr
sum rule for the exchange-correlation hole@33#. Further im-
provements have been developed, which include depend
on the gradient of the density. However, because of its s
plicity, most AIMD calculations have used the LDA, and w
have also adopted it in the present calculations.

A. The kinetic energy functional

The kinetic energy functionalTs is a basic ingredient of
the energy functional. It is generally considered@34# that the
von Weizsa¨cker term

TW@r~rW !#5
1

8E drWu¹W r~rW !u2/r~rW ! ~6!

is essential for a good description of the kinetic energy
applies in the case of rapidly varying densities, and it is ex
for one- or two-electron systems. Usually other terms
added in order to correctly reproduce some exactly kno
limits. In the uniform density limit, the exact kinetic energ
is given by the Thomas-Fermi functional

TTF@r~rW !#5
3

10E drWr~rW !kF~rW !2, ~7!

wherekF(rW)5(3p2)1/3r(rW)1/3 is the local Fermi wave vec
tor. In the limit of almost uniform density, the linear respon
theory~LRT! is correct, with a response function correspon
ing to a noninteracting uniform electron gas, which is giv
by the Lindhard functionxL(q,r0).

The computational advantages of the OF-AIMD meth
have stimulated the development of accurate kinetic ene
functionals @35–38# which correctly recover some know
limits, such as the Thomas-Fermi, the linear response,
the quadratic response limits. However, an undesirable
ture of those functionals is that they are not positive defin
and therefore can lead to unphysical negative kinetic en
gies.

Within the ‘‘averaged density’’ approach, Chaco´n and co-
workers @39,40# have developed some kinetic energy fun
tionals that, besides recovering the uniform and LRT lim
are also positive definite. However, they are complicated
apply as they require orderN more fast Fourier transform
~FFT’s! than simpler functionals. Therefore we have use
simplified version@41#,

Ts5TW@r#1Tb@r#, ~8!
4-2
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Tb@r#5
3

10E drWr~rW !5/322bk̃~rW !2, ~9!

k̃~rW !5~2kF
0 !3E dsWk~sW !wb~2kF

0 urW2sWu!,

k~rW !5~3p2!1/3r~rW !b,

wherekF
0 is the Fermi wave vector corresponding to a me

electron densityr0 and wb(x) is a weighting function, de-
termined by requiring the correct recovery of the LRT a
uniform density limits. This kinetic energy functional is pos
tive definite for any value ofb; moreover, in thekF

0→0 limit
when the mean electron density vanishes~e.g., for a finite
system!, the von Weizsa¨cker term is recovered ifb54/9,
whereas for other values ofb, the limit is TW1C2TTF . In
the present simulations, we have usedb50.51, which is
close to 4/9 and for whichC50.046.

B. Pseudopotentials

We briefly describe the main steps in the construction
the ionic local pseudopotentialsvps(r ) used to describe the
ion-electron interaction; further details are in Refs.@41,42#.
The pseudopotentials are developed from first principles
fitting to a generic model of an ion immersed in a meta
medium. In the first step@42#, for a given ion type, the elec
tron density distribution is calculated in a model syste
composed of an homogeneous electron gas of densityr0
5Ne /V, in which a spherical cavity has been made a
where the ion has been inserted. This is performed using
KS-DFT approach and includes core and valence elec
states. The latter are used to determine the change,na(r )
(a5A,B), in the valence electron density induced in t
jellium by the presence of thea-type ion and the cavity~the
displaced valence electron density!. The na(r ) is pseudized
so as to eliminate the core-orthogonality oscillations. In
second step@41#, an effective local pseudopotentialvps

a (r ) is
constructed, so that when inserted into the jellium toget
with the cavity, it reproduces,within the OF-DFT procedure
the same pseudizedna(r ) as previously obtained. This i
achieved by inserting eachna(r ) into the Euler equation
obtained by minimizing the energy functional of Eq.~2!,
together with the normalization constraint*VdrWna(r )5Zv

a ,

dTs@r#

dr~rW !
1

dEext@r#

dr~rW !
1

dEH@r#

dr~rW !
1

dExc@r#

dr~rW !
2m50, ~10!

with r(r )[ra(r )5r01na(r ) and m[ma is a Lagrange
multiplier. Moreover, due to the spherical symmetry of t
system, all the magnitudes depend onurWu [ r.

C. Technical details

We have considered 600 ions in a cubic cell with perio
boundary conditions. Given the ionic positions at timet, the
electronic energy functional is minimized with respect
r(rW), yielding the ground state electronic density and ene
04120
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In order to keepr(rW)>0 everywhere, the minimization is
most conveniently performed in terms of aneffective orbital

c(rW), defined throughr(rW)5c(rW)2, with real c(rW). This
effective orbital is expanded in plane waves compatible w
the simple cubic periodic boundary conditions of the sim
lation:

c~rW !5(
GW

cGW e2 iGW •rW,

cGW 5
1

VEV
drWc~rW !eiGW •rW,

GW 5
2p

L
~n1 ,n2 ,n3!, ~11!

whereL is the superlattice parameter,V is the volume of the
cell, and the expansion is truncated at wave vectors co
sponding to a given cutoff energyECut. Following Car and
Parrinello @43#, we introduce a fictitious kinetic energyT
5 1

2 Mc(GW udcGW /dtu2, and determine the electronic groun
state using damped Newtonian mechanics with an electr
time stepDtc . We have usedMc53.53107 hartree a.u.3

and a Dtc51.131024 ps. The forces on the ions wer
obtained via the Hellmann-Feynman theorem,FW i5

2¹WRW i
Eg@r(rW),$RW l%#, (i 51, . . .N) and the ionic positions

and velocities were updated by numerically solving Ne
ton’s equations,d2RW i /dt25FW i /Mi , using the Verlet leapfrog
algorithm @44# with a time stepDt52.531023 ps. The
ECut510 Ry and the calculation of properties was made
eraging over 40 ps after an equilibration time of 4 ps.

III. RESULTS

A. Structural properties

The liquid Na-Cs alloy has been simulated for three th
modynamic states atT5373 K and concentrationsxNa
50.3, 0.5, and 0.75, with the experimental total ionic nu
ber densities taken from Refs.@25,26#.

The simulations allow a direct evaluation of the part
pair distribution functionsgi j (r ), which are shown in Fig. 1,
and the partial Ashcroft-Langreth~AL ! structure factors
Si j (q). The gNa-Na(r ) changes substantially with concentr
tion, whereas bothgNa-Cs(r ) and gCs-Cs(r ) change little. As
the Na concentration is increased, the height of the m
peak ofgNa-Na(r ) decreases, whereas those forgNa-Cs(r ) and
gCs-Cs(r ) are relatively unchanged and slightly smaller, r
spectively. Also, forxNa50.30 and 0.50, thegNa-Cs(r ) re-
mains smaller than the average ofgCs-Cs(r ) and gNa-Na(r ),
which is an indication of homocoordinating tendencies.

The Warren-Cowley@45–47# short range order~SRO! pa-
rameter for the first neighbor shell,a1

( i ) , is a simple way of
displaying the short range order in the alloy. It is defined

a1
( i )512

ni j

xj~nii 1ni j !
~ j Þ i 51,2!, ~12!
4-3
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whereni j is the number ofj-type particles around ani-type
particle, within a sphere of radiusRi j . Theni j can be calcu-
lated from thegi j (r ) by

ni j 54prxjE
0

Ri j
r 2gi j ~r !dr, ~13!

whereRi j is usually identified@48# as the position of the firs
minimum of gi j (r ). For a random distribution of atoms
a1

( i )50, whereas a positive~negative! value fora1
( i ) suggests

homocoordinating~heterocoordinating! tendency. Calculated
values fora1

(Na) and a1
(Cs) for the liquid NaxCs12x alloy at

T5373 K are shown in Table I, but they are inconclusi
since a1

(Cs) is always positive whereasa1
(Na) is negative.

FIG. 1. Partial pair distribution functionsgi j (r ) for the liquid
Na-Cs alloy at T5373 K and three concentrations. The fu
dashed, and dot-dashed lines represent thegCs-Cs(r ), gNa-Na(r ), and
gNa-Cs(r ), respectively.

TABLE I. Calculated values of coordination numbersni j and
the Warren-Cowley SRO parametersa1

( i ) for the Na-Cs liquid alloy
at T5373 K. The numbers in parenthesis give the values ofa1

( i )

whenni j are evaluated by integrating up to the position of the fi
minimum of gCs-Cs(r ).

xNa nNa-Na nNa-Cs nCs-Na nCs-Cs a1
(Na) a1

(Cs)

0.30 2.4 7.3 3.4 10.8 20.08 ~0.04! 0.21 ~0.015!
0.50 4.0 6.4 6.4 8.5 20.23 ~0.01! 0.14 ~0.0!
0.75 7.6 4.0 11.9 5.1 20.38 ~0.04! 0.07 ~0.0!
04120
However, the Warren-Cowley SRO parameters may be in
equate because of the large atomic size mismatch betw
the pure components~the volume ratio is around 3.0!, and
we have resorted to the local mole fractions method@49–53#
that has also been widely used to study the homocoordi
ing tendencies in mixtures. For a binary system, the lo
mole fractionsxii are defined as

xii 5
nii

nii 1ni j
, j Þ i 51,2. ~14!

Since there has been much discussion@49,54–56# of the suit-
able upper integration limitRi j in Eq. ~13!, we have evalu-
ated xii as a function ofRi j . For an homogeneous phas
when both species are nearly equally distributed,xs21
5x111x2221 is around zero; whereas for a demixed st
particles of the same species dominate the distribution
xs21 grows@50,51#. Figure 2 shows, forxNa50.75, a plot
of xs21 as a function of the upper integration limitRi j in
Eq. ~13!. Notice thatxs , x11, andx22 change rapidly when
Ri j increases, but a plateau is observed whenRi j reaches
values around the position of the first minimum of th
gCs-Cs(r ). Taking this minimum as the upper integration lim
Ri j , xs21 takes small positive values, suggesting a we
homocoordinating tendency. Furthermore, the correspond
Warren-Cowley SRO parameters now become positive~see
Table I!. The total static structure factor at several conce
trations and temperatures has been measured using x
diffraction and neutron-diffraction experiments by van d
Lugt and co-workers@24#. Several experimental x-ray an
neutron weighted total static structure factorsST(q) are
shown in Fig. 3 along with the OF-AIMD simulation resul
that reproduce rather well the basic features of the meas
ST(q), namely, the position and amplitude of the oscill
tions, including the damping of the oscillations with increa
ing sodium concentration. From the experimental x ray a
neutronST(q)’s, and assumingSNa-Na(q)'1, van der Lugt
and co-workers @24# derived semiempirical results fo
SCs-Cs(q) and SNa-Cs(q). Their results forxNa50.30 are
shown in Fig. 4 along with the OF-AIMD simulations tha
partly support theSNa-Na(q)'1 assumption, although notice

t

FIG. 2. Local mole fractionsxNa-Na ~dot-dashed line!, xCs-Cs

~dashed line!, andxs21 ~full line!, as function of the upper inte
gration limit Ri j , for the liquid Na0.75Cs0.25 alloy atT5373 K. The
dotted lines represent the partialsgNa-Na(r ), gNa-Cs(r ), and
gCs-Cs(r ), scaled so as to fit in the figure.
4-4
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able deviations appear atq '1.35 Å21, where its first mini-
mum is located. Discrepancies inSNa-Cs(q) also appear in
this region, but for otherq’s the agreement between th
semiempirical/simulation results forSCs-Cs(q) andSNa-Cs(q)
is satisfactory. The recent AIMD simulations@6# for xNa
50.60 and 0.80 also gave reasonable results forSi j (q) and
ST(q), although a detailed comparison with the experim
is not possible because the results are rather noisy~due to the
small sample size and simulation time!.

For investigating the ordering tendencies in a liquid all
the Bhatia-Thornton~BT! partial structure factors@57# are
ideally suited. For a binary alloy, they are the concentrati
concentration@SCC(q)#, the number-number@SNN(q)#, and
the number-concentration@SNC(q)# partial structure factors
defined as

SCC~q!5x1x2@x2S11~q!1x1S22~q!22~x1x2!1/2S12~q!#,

SNN~q!5x1S11~q!1x2S22~q!12~x1x2!1/2S12~q!,

SNC~q!5S11~q!2S22~q!1~x22x1!/~x1x2!1/2S12~q!,

whereSi j (q) are the AL partial structure factors. Moreove
their long-wavelength limit provides microscopic inform
tion on the liquid alloy, e.g.,SCC(q→0) portrays short range
order. The experimental results@22–24# for SCC(q
→0)/xNaxCs are slightly greater than unity for 0<xNa

FIG. 3. Total static structure factorST(q) for the liquid Na-Cs
alloy at T5373 K and three concentrations. Continuous lines
the results from the present OF-AIMD simulations, whereas the
circles and squares are the experimental x-ray-diffraction and
tron diffraction-data, respectively. The neutron data have b
shifted upward by one unit.
04120
t

,

-

<0.5, then increase toward a maximum value of'7 at
xNa50.80 and thereafter quickly decrease toward 1. Th
values clearly indicate homocoordinating tendencies for
concentrations. Although this behavior is qualitatively rep
duced by the present OF-AIMD simulations, the results
SCC(q→0)/xNaxCs remain around'1.3 with a minimum
value of'1.0 for xNa'0.50.

B. Dynamic properties

1. Single-particle dynamics

The information about the transport properties in mu
component liquid systems is provided by various time cor
lation functions among the atomic velocities. However, th
cannot be determined experimentally and must be obta
by other methods such as MD simulation. We present res
for the relative velocity correlation functions~VCF! Zi j (t)
defined@58# as the time correlation function of the relativ
velocity of the center of mass of speciesi with respect to that
of speciesj:

Zi j ~ t !5
1

3
xixjN^@uW i~ t !2uW j~ t !#•@uW i~0!2uW j~0!#&, ~15!

whereN is the total number of particles anduW i(t) the mean
velocity of componenti, is given in terms of the velocity of
the i-type particlel ( i ), uW l ( i )(t), as

e
ll
u-
n

FIG. 4. Partial static structure factorsSi j (q) for the liquid Na-Cs
alloy at T5373 K and three concentrations. The full diamonds a
semiexperimental data of Huijbenet al. @24#.
4-5
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uW i~ t ![~xiN!21 (
l ( i )51

Ni

uW l ( i )~ t !. ~16!

The Zi j (t) can be separated into self-@Zi j
0 (t)#, and distinct,

@Zi j
d (t)#, contributions which reflect the self-dynamic an

cross-dynamic correlations, and give information about
mobility of particles and the coupling between the velocit
of distinct particles, respectively,

Zi j ~ t !5~12d i j !Zi j
0 ~ t !1xixjZi j

d ~ t !, ~17!

whered i j is Kronecker’s delta. In terms of the well-know
velocity autocorrelation functionZi

s(t)5 1
3 ^uW 1i(t)uW 1i(0)& of

a tagged i-type particle in the fluid, we writeZi j
0 (t)

5xjZi
s(t)1xiZj

s(t). The Zi j
d (t) account for the contribution

of the distinct velocity correlations. The time integrals
Zi j (t), Zi j

0 (t), Zi j
d (t), and Zi

s(t) give the associated DC’s
namelyDi j , Di j

0 , Di j
d , andDi

s , respectively, whereDi
s is the

usual self-diffusion coefficient. Simplifications for the bina
mixtures give

D125D12
0 1x1x2, D12

d [D12
0 ~11g12!, ~18!

with D12
0 5x2D1

s1x1D2
s andg12 is the measure of the devia

tion from an ideal mixture, vanishing when species are
same. Finally, we note that the interdiffusion coefficient
written as

D int5uD12[u~11g12!D12
0 , ~19!

FIG. 5. Normalized self- and relative VCF’s for the liqui
Na-Cs alloy atT5373 K and three concentrations. The dash
dot-dashed, and dotted lines represent theZNa

s (t), ZCs
s (t), and

ZNa-Cs(t), respectively. The full thick lines represent the VCF’s
pure Na~fast decay! and Cs~slower decay! at T5373 K.
04120
e
s

e

where u5x1x2 /SCC(q→0). For a nearly ideal mixture,u
'1, g12'0 and consequentlyD int'D12

0 .
The results for the self- and relative VCF for NaxCs12x

liquid alloy are shown in Fig. 5, along with the correspon
ing quantities for both pure Na and Cs atT5373 K and
number densities at their corresponding coexisting lines~see
Table II!. First, we note thatZNa

s (t) andZCs
s (t) have shapes

~rate of decay and depth of first minimum! similar to the pure
components. However, due to the large mass difference
tween the Na and Cs ions, the Na ions in the alloy w
experience, during the collisions, larger relative changes
their velocities than the Cs ions. This is reflected in th
VCF, with ZCs

s (t) exhibiting a slower decay and smalle
backscattering than theZNa

s (t). Moreover, asxNa increases,
the backscattering effect is slightly reduced because of fe
collisions with the Cs ions, tending to enhance the cor
sponding self-diffusion coefficientDNa

s , an effect that is
somewhat counterbalanced by the increase in the total n
ber density.

The ZNa-Cs(t) lies betweenZNa
s (t) and ZCs

s (t) suggesting
that distinct correlation effects are weak; in fact the con
bution of distinct effects toDNa-Cs is usually measured by
gNa-CsEq. ~18!. For all concentrations, we obtain small pos
tive values ofgNa-Cs, which as shown in Table III are smalle
than 10%. Moreover, the positive values ofDNa-Cs

d indicate
@58,59# that particles of the same species have a greater
dency to diffuse together than those of distinct species,
other indicator of homocoordinating tendencies in the all
These tendencies are weaker atxNa'0.5, where the values o
both gNa-Cs andDNa-Cs

d reach minima.
The experimental determination of the self-diffusion c

efficients in metallic melts is rather difficult and, to ou

,

TABLE II. Input data for the series Na-Cs atT5373 K, studied
in this work, along with some simulation details.r is the total ionic
number density taken from Ref.@25,26#.

x5xNa r (Å23) Cutoff~Ry!

0.0 0.008111 10.0
0.30 0.010564 10.0
0.50 0.012897 10.0
0.75 0.017132 10.0
1.0 0.024221 10.0

TABLE III. Diffusion coefficients~in 1024 cm2/s), and related
quantities for the Na-Cs liquid alloy atT5373 K.

xNa 0.30 0.50 0.75

DNa
s 0.41 0.39 0.48

DCs
s 0.34 0.31 0.32

DNa-Cs 0.42 0.36 0.38
DNa-Cs

0 0.39 0.34 0.36
DNa-Cs

d 0.16 0.08 0.09
gNa-Cs 0.09 0.06 0.07
D int 0.327 0.363 0.371
4-6
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knowledge, have only been measured for the Na-K sys
for 32% sodium at several temperatures@60#. As a check on
the accuracy of our results, we have also calculated the
diffusion coefficients of the pure components at 373 K. R
sults areDNa

0 50.48 andDCs
0 50.39, which compare favor

ably with the corresponding experimental values@61# of 0.42
and 0.39 (1024 cm2/s units!, respectively. The AIMD simu-
lation of Costa Cabral and Martins@6# gave somewha
smaller values forDCs

s and DNa
s , which may be a conse

quence of the small number of particles and short time u
in their simulations.

2. Collective dynamics

The collective dynamics of density fluctuations in the
loy is usually described through the partial intermediate s
tering functionsFi j (qW ,t)5^r i(qW ,t)•r j* (qW ,0)&, where the as-
terisk denotes the complex conjugation and

r j~qW ,t !5
1

ANj
(

l ( j )51

Nj

exp@ iqW •RW l ( j )~ t !# ~20!

is the density fluctuation of thej th component with wave
vectorqW , in which RW l ( j )(t) is the position of thej-type par-
ticle l ( j ) and^•••& denotes the ensemble average. The ti
Fourier transform of theFi j (qW ,t) into the frequency domain
leads to the partial dynamic structure factorsSi j (qW ,v),
which are directly related to the inelastic neutron scatter
data. Associated with the density fluctuations is thej th com-
ponent particle current

jW j~qW ,t !5
1

ANj
(
l 51

Nj

uW l ( j )~ t !exp@ iqW •RW l ( j )~ t !#, ~21!

which is usually split into a longitudinal componentj j
L(qW ,t),

parallel toqW , and a transverse componentj j
T(qW ,t), perpen-

dicular to qW . The partial longitudinal,Ci j
L (qW ,t), and trans-

verse,Ci j
T (qW ,t), current correlation functions are obtaine

from these through

Ci j
L ~qW ,t !5^ j i

L~qW ,t ! j j
L* ~qW ,0!&, ~22!

Ci j
T ~qW ,t !5

1

2
^ j i

T~qW ,t ! j j
T* ~qW ,0!&.

The corresponding time Fourier transforms give the ass
ated spectra,Ci j

L (qW ,v)5v2Si j (qW ,v) and Ci j
T (qW ,v), respec-

tively. Finally, we note that for isotropic systems all the
correlation functions depend only onq5uqW u.

Figures 6 and 7 show, for twoq values, the partial inter-
mediate scattering functionsFCs-Cs(q,t), FNa-Na(q,t), and
FNa-Cs(q,t), as well as the BT partial intermediate scatteri
functionsFNN(q,t) andFCC(q,t). FCs-Cs(q,t), FNa-Na(q,t),
FNN(q,t), and FCC(q,t) are always positive, wherea
FNa-Cs(q,t) can have either sign. This is consistent w
SNa-Cs(q) oscillating about zero, sinceFi j (q,t50)5Si j (q).
The Fi j (q,t) go monotonically to zero, showing slower d
04120
m

lf-
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d
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e

g
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cays for the smallerq’s. In the hydrodynamic regime (q
→0), the decay ofFi j (q,t) for binary mixtures is related to
both entropy and concentration fluctuations, and the s
decay observed in Fig. 6 is mainly due to diffusion effec
resulting from concentration fluctuations.

FIG. 6. Partial intermediate scattering functionsFi j (q,t) at q
50.27 Å21, or the liquid Na-Cs alloy atT5373 K and three con-
centrations. The full, dashed, dot-dashed lines, circles, stars,
dotted lines representFCs-Cs(q,t), FNa-Na(q,t), FNa-Cs(q,t),
FNN(q,t), FNC(q,t), andFCC(q,t), respectively.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but forq51.34 Å21.
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TheSi j (q,v) also provide information concerning the m
croscopic mechanisms of propagating longitudinal mod
e.g., the peaks inSLi-Li (q,v) for the Li4Pb liquid alloy have
been related to propagating fast modes supported by th
ions. Figures 8 and 9 show results forSCs-Cs(q,v),
SNa-Na(q,v), SNN(q,v), andSCC(q,v). For the smallerq’s
and all concentrations,SCs-Cs(q,v), SNa-Na(q,v), and
SNN(q,v) exhibit clear side peaks that forq<0.20 Å21 are
located at very similar frequencies; this is the typical beh
ior of Si j (q,v) in the hydrodynamic regime and represent
propagating sound mode.

The range of existence of the side peaks or should
depends on the concentration, with the majority compon
exhibiting a wider range. For the Na0.3Cs0.7 alloy, both
SCs-Cs(q,v) and SNN(q,v) show side peaks up toq
'0.90 Å21, at which point they shoulder and vanish forq
>1.0 Å21. Meanwhile,SNa-Na(q,v) has side peaks up toq
'0.40 Å21, and shoulders up toq'0.85 Å21. For the
Na0.75Cs0.25 alloy, bothSNa-Na(q,v) andSNN(q,v) have side
peaks or shoulders up toq'1.40 Å21, while in SCs-Cs(q,v)
they appear only up toq'0.50 Å21.

TheSNN(q,v) reflects the average behavior of the syst
and in the limit of a binary mixture of identical specie
SNN(q,v) reduces to the usual dynamic structure factor o
one-component system. Therefore, it is not surprising tha
the hydrodynamic regime,SNN(q,v) exhibits a clear
Rayleigh-Brillouin structure@62#, similar to that of the dy-
namic structure factor in one-component liquids. Our res
show Brillouin peaks~see insets of Fig. 8! for smallq values,
which become remnant shoulders for largerq and eventually

FIG. 8. Partial dynamic structure factorsSi j (q,v), at q
50.27 Å21, for the liquid Na-Cs alloy atT5373 K and three con-
centrations. The full, dashed, circles, and dotted lines represen
SCs-Cs(q,v), SNa-Na(q,v), SNN(q,v), andSCC(q,v), respectively.
04120
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disappear. These Brillouin peaks at smallq’s are associated
with acoustic modes propagating through the binary al
with adiabatic velocity of propagation,cs5vB /q, wherevB
is the position of the Brillouin peak. For the concentrati
xNa50.30, SNN(q50.23,v) shows a clear Brillouin peak a
vB'2.45 ps21 giving cs51065 m/s, which compares we
with the observed value@63# of 1070 m/s. Similarly, we ob-
tain cs51100 m/s forxNa50.50 andcs51480 m/s forxNa
50.75, which are close to the experimental values@63# of
'1160 and 1450 m/s, respectively. For the limitsxNa51
~pure Na! andxNa50 ~pure Cs!, we obtaincs52450 m/s and
cs5940 m/s, respectively, which also compare well with t
corresponding experimental values@63# of 2520 and 960
m/s.

No clear side peaks have been observed inSCC(q,v), but
shoulders appear which become weaker asq increases, and
vanish forq>1.0 Å21. This absence of concentration mod
in SCC(q,v) can be attributed to the dominance of diffusiv
contributions in the partial intermediate scattering functio
However, such modes may be apparent in the associated
tial longitudinal current correlation functionCCC

L (q,v) be-
cause of thev2 factor that kills the low-frequency compo
nents and enhances the higher ones. Further informa
about the longitudinal collective modes can be obtained fr
the longitudinal current correlation functionsCi j

L (q,v).
These we have also evaluated, and Figs. 10 and 11 s
results for CCs-Cs

L (q,v), CNa-Na
L (q,v), CNa-Cs

L (q,v)
CNN

L (q,v), andCCC
L (q,v).

For all q’s, CCs-Cs
L (q,v), CNa-Na

L (q,v), and CNN
L (q,v)

have at least one peak whose frequency coincides, at
small q’s, with that of the Brillouin peak in their respectiv
SCs-Cs(q,v), SNa-Na(q,v), and SNN(q,v). From those fre-

he

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8, but forq51.34 Å21.
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quencies, the longitudinal dispersion relationsvCs-Cs
L (q),

vNa-Na
L (q), andvNN

L (q) are obtained~see Fig. 12!. Note that
vCs-Cs

L (q) always takes markedly smaller values that those
vNa-Na

L (q), due to the large atomic mass difference. For
three concentrations,vCs-Cs

L (q) has one branch an
vNa-Na

L (q) has two, with the lower one present only at sm
q’s, including the hydrodynamic region, and at frequenc

FIG. 10. Partial longitudinal current correlation function
Ci j

L (q,v), at q50.27 Å21, for the liquid Na-Cs alloy atT
5373 K and three concentrations. The full, dashed, dot-das
circles, stars, and dotted lines representCCs-Cs

L (q,v), CNa-Na
L (q,v),

CNa-Cs
L (q,v), CNN

L (q,v), CNC
L (q,v), andCCC

L (q,v), respectively.

FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10, but forq51.34 Å21.
04120
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close to that ofvCs-Cs
L (q); and the higher one is present

frequencies comparable to those of the pure Na system
the binary alloy, the heavy Cs ions have a characteristic
frequency, and the light Na ions a much higher frequen
that persists up to the hydrodynamic regime, although
smallerq some Na ions start to oscillate with the Cs ions.
the hydrodynamic limit, all the particles must oscillate at t
same frequency, and only the lower-frequency peak will s
vive in CNa-Na

L (q,v). The marked differences betwee
vCs-Cs

L (q), andvNa-Na
L (q), for mostq’s, suggest that the mo

tions of the Na and Cs ions are largely uncorrelated.
As shown in Fig. 12, at smallq’s, the vCs-Cs

L (q) has an
initial linear increase up to a maximum followed by a min
mum at q'1.5 Å21, which corresponds to the main pea
position of SCs-Cs(q). As xNa increases, the main peak o
SCs-Cs(q) drops, widens, and maintains its position
'1.5 Å21; this explains that at the same time the first min
mum ofvCs-Cs

L (q) becomes less marked while the first max
mum moves toward smallerq values. A similar behavior is
exhibited by the high-frequency branch ofvNa-Na

L (q), with a
maximum and minimum at same positions as those
SNa-Na(q). Moreover, asxNa is increased the structure o
vNa-Na

L (q) becomes more marked as it happens with
maxima and minima inSNa-Na(q).

The vNN
L (q) dispersion curve also has two branches b

cause for someq region, theCNN
L (q,v) exhibits two peaks.

As the CNa-Cs
L (q,v) is substantially smaller than the othe

partial currents, the behavior of theCNN
L (q,v) is dominated

by CCs-Cs
L (q,v) andCNa-Na

L (q,v), with the latter one playing
a greater role even when Na is the minoritary compone

d,

FIG. 12. Longitudinal dispersion relation of the partial
vNa-Na

L (q) ~open and full squares!, vCs-Cs
L (q) ~open circles!,

number-number vNN
L (q) ~open and full triangles!, and

concentration-concentrationvCC
L (q) ~pluses! longitudinal modes for

the Na-Cs liquid alloy atT5373 K and several concentrations. Th
slope of the dashed straight lines stands for the respective ex
mental sound velocity@63#.
4-9
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Therefore, asq decreases,CNN
L (q,v) shows two peaks, in-

duced by the high-frequency peak ofCNa-Na
L (q,v) and that of

CCs-Cs
L (q,v), respectively. At the hydrodynamic regime, th

high-frequency peak disappears and only the low-freque
one remains that comes from the corresponding Brillo
peak in the SNN(q,v). Therefore, the two branches o
vNN

L (q) are closely connected withvCs-Cs
L (q) and with the

high-frequencyvNa-Na
L (q) branches, respectively. Moreove

the high-frequencyvNN
L (q) branch disappears in the hydro

dynamic regime, whereas the low-frequency branch exhi
now a linear behavior similar to that ofvCs-Cs

L (q).
Two branches are also exhibited by thevCC

L (q) dispersion
curve becauseCCC

L (q,v), which is substantially small a
compared with the other partial currents, shows either on
two peaks that may be connected with propagating conc
tration modes. At smallq’s, including the hydrodynamic re
gime,CCC

L (q,v) shows only one peak, but for greater wa
vectors two maxima appear inCCC

L (q,v): one at a similar
frequency as the high-frequency branch ofCNN

L (q,v) and
another at a frequency slightly lower than that
CCs-Cs

L (q,v). In conclusion, the high-frequency branch
vCC

L (q) exists for allq values, closely follows the high fre
quencyvNN

L (q) and goes toward a finite value whenq → 0;
this is a typical trend of the kinetic modes. On the oth
hand, the low-frequency branch ofvCC

L (q) appears outside
the hydrodynamic regime and closely followsvCs-Cs

L (q).

3. Transverse currents

The partial transverse current correlation functio
Ci j

T (q,v) provide information about the existence of she
modes in the system. These modes are not associated dir
with any measurable quantity and can only be analyzed
either theoretical models or by MD simulations. Few wor
have addressed the transverse currents in liquids, and mo
them have focused on one-component systems w
CT(q,v) evolves@7#, as a function ofv, from a Gaussian
~when q → `) toward a Lorentzian curve~when q→0).
Transverse modes do not propagate in these extreme reg
but at intermediateq’s, the CT(q,v) may exhibit a peak
associated with propagating shear waves.

The first CMD simulations of transverse current corre
tions in binary fluids were performed on molten salts@64#.
CNN

T (q,v) showed a peak at intermediateq’s as in one-
component liquids. Also, a peak appeared in the cha
charge transverse current correlation functions at both s
and intermediateq’s, which was related to transverse opt
modes with a finite value of frequency in the hydrodynam
limit. Subsequent CMD studies in binary Lennard-Jones s
tems @14# and metallic alloys@65# have found opticlike
modes associated withCCC

T (q,v).
Figures 13 and 14 show some calculatedCi j

T (q,v). Both
CCs-Cs

T (q,v) andCNa-Cs
T (q,v) show no peaks for the smalle

q’s reached in the simulations (qmin '0.19, 0.17, and
0.16 Å21 for xNa50.75, 0.50, and 0.30, respectively!, how-
ever, starting from aqc (qc'0.23 Å21 for Na0.75Cs0.25 and
qc'0.32 Å21 for Na0.3Cs0.7) a peak appears in both partial
which persists for a limited range ofq values. In contrast
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CNa-Na
T (q,v) already exhibits a high-frequency peak atqmin ,

which lasts up toq '4 Å21; moreover, a low-frequency
peak appears inCNa-Na

T (q,v) at qc , which persists for a lim-
ited range and has a similar frequency to those
CCs-Cs

T (q,v) and CNa-Cs
T (q,v). Notice that CNa-Cs

T (q,v)
quickly diminishes asq increases~see Figs. 13 and 14!, in-

FIG. 13. Partial transverse current correlation functio
Ci j

T (q,v), at q50.43 Å21, for the liquid Na-Cs alloy atT
5373 K and three concentrations. The full, dashed, dot-das
lines, circles, stars, and dotted lines representCCs-Cs

T (q,v),
CNa-Na

T (q,v), CNa-Cs
T (q,v), CNN

T (q,v), CNC
T (q,v), andCCC

T (q,v),
respectively.

FIG. 14. Same as Fig. 13, but forq51.34 Å21.
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dicating strong decoupling of the dynamics of the two s
cies.

From the peaks inCi j
T (q,v), the transverse dispersio

relationsv i j
T (q) are obtained~Fig. 15!. vCs-Cs

T (q) has one
branch only, whereasvNa-Na

T (q) has two, with the lower-
frequency branch staying rather close tovCs-Cs

T (q). The ap-
pearance of the two branches in the dispersion relation of
lighter species was found earlier in the longitudinal disp
sion relation, and is typical of binary systems with a sign
cant mass ratio.

The CNN
T (q,t) gives information on the average behavi

of the system. Atqmin , it already shows a high-frequenc
peak similar to that ofCNa-Na

T (q,v), moreover, a second pea
appears for a limited range and shows a behavior typical
one-component system. Consequently, the dispersion cu
vNN

T (q), has two branches: a high-frequency branch takin
finite value asq→0, and a low-frequency branch with
linear behavior for very smallq values and going to zero a
q → qc . In this linear region the low-frequency branch
quite close tovCs-Cs

T (q) and to the low-frequencyvNa-Na
T (q)

branch, which suggests that the propagation of shear m
involves both species, although the appearance of the h
frequency branch ofvNa-Na

T (q) shows that some Na particle
exhibit kinetic modes in this lowq region. Similar behavior
was found in the longitudinal dispersion curves in the reg
within and close to the hydrodynamic regime. The appe
ance of the two branches for thevNN

T (q) is qualitatively
different from the recent CMD simulations of Anento an
Padró@65# for liquid Li-Mg, Li-Na and Li4Pb alloys, where
the vNN

T (q) had one branch only. TheirvNN
T (q) in Li-Na,

and Li-Mg alloys exhibited behavior qualitatively similar t
the present low-frequencyvNN

T (q) branch, whereasvNN
T (q)

FIG. 15. Transverse dispersion relation of the partials,vNa-Na
T (q)

~open and full squares!, vCs-Cs
T (q) ~open circles!, number-number

vNN
T (q) ~open and full triangles!, and concentration-concentratio

vCC
T (q) ~pluses! transverse modes for the Na-Cs liquid alloy atT

5373 K and several concentrations.
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for the Li4Pb alloy behaved similarly to the present hig
frequency branch, remaining finite asq→0. This absence of
the propagating transverse collective modes for the Li4Pb
alloy was associated@65# with the large mass ratio ('30) of
the components along with a majority concentration of
light Li particles. In the Na-Cs system, the mass ratio'6,
and we find twovNN

T (q) branches for the three concentr
tions considered. As the concentration of the light Na p
ticles is increased, the high frequencyvNN

T (q) branch exists
for a largerq-range, while the range of the low-frequenc
vNN

T (q) branch shrinks toward smallerq values.
A fitting of the low-frequencyvNN

T (q) branch in the linear
region,vNN

T (q);cT(q2qc), allows estimation of the veloc
ity of propagation of the shear modes in the alloy:cT '570,
'850, and'1500 m/s forxNa50.30, 0.50, and 0.75, re
spectively. For comparison, we have also calculated the
locities of the shear modes in pure Na and Cs at the s
temperature, 373 K, obtainingcT'1700 m/s~pure Na! and
cT'475 m/s~pure Cs!.

CCC
T (q,v) is smaller than any of the otherCi j

T (q,v), sug-
gesting a weak contribution of concentration fluctuations
the collective transverse dynamics; however, clear peaks
seen inCCC

T (q,v). At qmin , there is a high-frequency pea
for a limited q region, it takes finite values asq→0 and
follows roughly the high-frequencyvNa-Na

T (q) branch. This
behavior has also been observed in molten salts, and
associated not with shear propagating modes but with tra
verse optic modes of kinetic character@14,64#. The damping
of the concentration modes estimated from peak widths d
not go to zero asq→0. Bryk, Mryglod, and Kahl@14#, in
their GCM study of transverse dynamics in the liquid Kr-A
Mg0.7Zn0.3, Li4Pb, and He0.75Ar0.25 systems, reported simila
results that they attributed to opticlike nature of the tra
verse concentration fluctuations. This conclusion was c
roborated by Anento and Padro´ @65# in their CMD simula-
tions of liquid Li-based alloys.

vCC
T (q) also has a low-frequency branch in a limitedq

range, starting atq'0.6 Å21, outside the hydrodynamic re
gion and even beyond the linear region associated with
shear modes. Its disappearance forq<0.6 Å21 is further evi-
dence of the homocoordinating tendencies of the liq
Na-Cs alloy@14,65#.

In the hydrodynamic limit@7#, the one-component trans
verse current correlation functionCT(q,t) becomes

CT~q→0,t !5~1/bm!exp$2q2hutu/mr%, ~23!

where b is the inverse temperature times the Boltzman
constant,m is the mass of the particles, andh is the shear
viscosity coefficient. For finiteq, using the memory function
representation,

C̃T~q,z!5
1

bm Fz1
q2

rm
h̃~q,z!G21

, ~24!

where the tilde denotes the Laplace transform andh̃(q,z) is
a generalized shear viscosity coefficient. The area under
normalizedCT(q,t) givesbmC̃T(q,z50), from which val-
4-11
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BLANCO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 041204 ~2003!
ues forh̃(q,z50) can be obtained and, when extrapolated
q50, give the shear viscosityh. The results forh obtained
in this way for pure Na and Cs atT5373 K are presented in
Table IV, showing good agreement with the experiment@66#.
Extension of this scheme to binary systems is straig
forward. The equivalent correlation function is the to
transverse current correlation function Ctt

T(q,t)
5^ j t

T(q,t) j t
T* (q,0)&, where j t

T(q,t)5x1
1/2m1 j 1

T(q,t)
1x2

1/2m2 j 2
T(q,t) is the total transverse current andj i

T(q,t)
are defined according to Eq.~21!. In the hydrodynamic limit,

Ctt
T~q→0,t !5~m̄/b!exp$2q2hutu/m̄r%, ~25!

where m̄5x1m11x2m2 and h is the alloy shear viscosity
The results for the alloy shear viscosity calculated in t
way are presented in Table IV. No experimental results
available.

The viscosity of simple liquid alloys shows either a line
or slightly concave behavior with concentration, where
large positive deviations from linearity are exhibited by li
uid alloys with heterocoordinating tendencies@47,67#. When
homocoordinating tendencies are present, the available
perimental data suggest a mixed behavior, with a mar
predominance for a negative departure from linearity. Mo
over, some semiempirical models@47,67# establish a close
connection between positive~negative! deviations from the
linear law and a negative~positive! enthalpy of mixing in the
alloy. The positive experimental enthalpy of mixing
Na-Cs alloy @21# suggests some negative deviation of t
alloy shear viscosity from the linear law. The calculated v
ues obtained for the shear viscosity of the liquid Na-Cs all
given in Table IV, show a linear variation with concentratio
which according to the previous comments may reflect
real behavior of the system in view of its weak homocoor
nating tendencies.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Several static and dynamic properties of the liquid Na-
alloy have been calculated for three concentrations.
simulations have been performed using the orbital-freeab
initio molecular dynamics method combined with first pri

TABLE IV. Calculated and experimental values of the she
viscosityh ~in GPa ps! for the Na-Cs liquid alloy atT5373 K.

xNa h hexpt.t

0.0 4.260.5 4.760.3a

0.30 4.660.5
0.50 4.760.5
0.75 5.060.5
1.0 5.460.5 6.660.3a

aReference@66#.
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ciples local pseudopotentials derived within the same fram
work. This demonstrates the feasibility of this technique
investigating time correlation functions and the dynami
properties of binary alloys.

The results for the static structural properties show go
agreement with the available experimental data, although
simulations predict somewhat weaker homocoordinating t
dencies. We have analyzed the local arrangement of part
in the mixture and found that when there is a large s
mismatch, the biggest value of the minimum of thegi j (r )’s
should be used for estimating the coordination numbers.

For the dynamical properties, we have analyzed sev
time correlation functions, although comparison with the e
periment could only be made at the level of some transp
coefficients. The excellent agreement with the experimen
the calculated self-diffusion coefficients for the pure comp
nents suggests that the simulations of the alloys treats
diffusion very well. The calculated longitudinal dispersio
relations show the existence of kinetic concentration mod
In addition, the results for the adiabatic sound velocity in t
pure components and the alloy are in very good agreem
with the experiment.

An interesting feature is the appearance of the t
branches in the transverse dispersion relation forvNN

T (q),
vNa-Na

T (q), andvCC
T (q), with the high-frequency branch rep

resenting overdamped kinetic modes. The low-freque
vNN

T (q) and vNa-Na
T (q) branches, along with thevCs-Cs

T (q),
go linearly to zero at a finiteq valueqc and represent propa
gating shear modes. However, the low-frequencyvCC

T (q)
branch does not exist for lowq values, in agreement with th
predictions of the GCM model. The presence of tw
branches contrasts with the recent results for other bin
systems@65#, where only one branch forvNN

T (q) was found.
The shear viscosity of the alloy has been estimated

using its relationship with the hydrodynamic limit of the tot
transverse current correlation function. The results se
plausible, given the weak homocoordinating tendencies
the positive enthalpy of mixing of the alloy.

The main approximations in the orbital-freeab initio mo-
lecular dynamics method used here are the kinetic ene
functional and the local pseudopotentials describing
electron-ion interactions. Further improvements in t
method will come from the development of more accur
kinetic energy functionals, which would lead to improve
local pseudopotentials.
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